The Art of Mental Chembusting: 3 Power Tools
as summarized from: http://educate-yourself.org/ct
[ reprint this document: http://thebigpitcher.org ]

"No more chemtrails,.. not today
Make the chemtrails,.. go away
They will not stick, they will not stay
This will be a blue sky day."
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
“With love and gratitude, I ask the sylphs, Earth spirits, and angels to clear the sky of
chemtrails and to remove all negative frequencies from them. Recharge every particle of
them with the love and light of the creator and the sky with divine healing energy. What was
intended to harm us, now blesses us. I give thanks for this clean air and I thank the spirits
for all they do. So be it and so it is.”
(said verbally 3x)
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
1. I breathe in through the nose and imagine a ball of energy spinning in my heart. while
breathing in, I silently say the Hawaiian power word "aloha" but only the "alo" part. Then I
breathe out through my mouth and with a strong "ha". At this point I either have enlarged
the energy ball in my heart outward or I send that energy to wherever I want it like the
clouds.
2. Then before I breathe in again, I make a strong directive like "remove these chemtrails
from the skies NOW!" (the energy which I emitted which is intelligent is just waiting for a
command.) I couple it with looking right at the middle of the HAARP cloud and imagining a
blue hole expanding from it like what Drew was imagining. I always finish the directive with
NOW so it knows that it must do it in the present time. Sometimes it happens immediately,
sometimes later, but it does happen most of the time.
3. I repeat this for a total of 4 times. then I finish with 4 more "mahalo" breathing, which
means thank you in Hawaiian. I notice that when I finish with mahalo, the results are much
more spectacular than when I don't use it. In fact, I feel the most tingling in my hands when I
express gratitude.
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